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NOT YOUR USUAL CANADA DAY
July 1, 2020 marked the 153rd Canada Day
and probably the most unconventional way
we have celebrated it.
In light of COVID-19, the annual big celebrations
were either cancelled or shifted to virtual
celebrations.
At the Forks, where 30,000-40,000 people
gather during Canada Day, shows and on-site
fireworks were cancelled. It was a steady early
afternoon when the Filipino Journal visited,
with significantly less people just hanging out
and enjoying the favorable weather.
The Fernandez family was among the Winnipeggers
who decided to spend the day, go for a walk
and eat breakfast at the Forks. And in keeping
the spirit of the celebration, they wore matching
shirts and an accessory that they never wore
on Canada Day...facial masks!
"Nakakapanibago. We're not used to this but
it's okay. We hope this will be over soon,"
said Serafin Fernandez.
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Sherry, Barbara and Serafin Fernandez on Canada Day at the Forks
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CELEBRATING CANADA DAY 2020

A

CN Stage and Field at the Forks where concerts happen during Canada Day was empty

Closed and quiet Lyric Stage at the Assiniboine Park where
live entertainment are normally held during Canada Day

side from the Forks, events at
Assiniboine and Osborne Village
were also cancelled in response to
COVID- 19 pandemic and public health
orders. Even the Tyndall Park Celebration
where many kababayans go for Canada Day
was postponed to 2021.
While many opted to gather at home
with families, a lot also came out to enjoy
the good weather - either for a picnic, a drive
or a stroll.
What this pandemic might have also
taught many is how to be creative in celebrating
special occasions while battling the spread of
a virus...just like how many commemorated
Canada Day!
"Canada is an amazing place to call home,
and its people make it even better. We’re
always there for each other - in good times
and bad - and we always will be. And that’s
worth celebrating."
-- Prime Minister Justine Trudeau

Standing at the back: Medie Lazanas and Roland Sanchez
front (L to R): Leonida Lorenzo, Loida Gatdula, Leonor Gatdula, Lourdes Javier, Luchie Sanchez and dog Niko
The family strolled at The Forks with two family members who came here from the Philippines for an occasion and
now stranded because of cancelled flight due to the pandemic
Photos by: Ron Cantiveros

All photos & articles available online!
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Amora and Dueck families exploring Manitoba
Continued on page 3 ►

Almost empty Assiniboine grounds on Canada Day

Fernandez family
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Cantiveros family

Photos by: Ron Cantiveros

Santi Mendoza in facial mask while celebrating
Canada Day

Plastic Free July: Five Easy
Ways To Reduce Plastic Waste
always choose recyclable packaging
made of glass, metal, or paper over
lower-grade plastic packaging.
You can also think of some
changes your household could make.
For example, if you eat a lot of
By Jomay Amora-Dueck
cereal and you have a lot of plastic
jomay.amora@gmail.com
cereal bags (trash) and cereal boxes
(recycling), you could find ways to
love the idea of always trying to refill it wherever you happen to be. shop in bulk (avoiding trash and
recycling altogether) or choose less
improve my life and work towards
wasteful food options.
becoming the best version of me 2. REFUSE THE BIG, BAD 4
that I can possibly be.
Next up: Refuse all single-use plastic
I’ve been a big fan of 30-Day bags, bottles, straws and coffee cups. 4. SUPPORT ECO-CONSCIOUS
challenges and the positive impact
They’re nasty – and they’re LOCAL BUSINESSES
We know that with COVID-19,
that they can make on your life. It’s killing animals, polluting the rivers
said that 30 days is enough time and oceans, and damaging our our local businesses faced many
challenges.
to solidify a new habit that you environment.
It is important that we support
want to incorporate into your daily
Single-use cutlery is used for
routine, or even to subtract a habit a few minutes and discarded to our local businesses during this time,
that hasn’t been good for your health remain in the environment forever. especially those that make an effort
or well-being.
Even compostable cutlery has its to implement sustainable business
practices.
This month, I signed up for the limitations.
This is also a perfect time to
Plastic Free July Challenge. I’ve just
What to do then? Carry whatever
joined millions of people reducing works for you. Use reusable canvas encourage them to rethink and reduce
their plastic waste and I am pumped! totes for shopping, or put your single-use plastics. Let them know
Plastic Free July is a global purchases into a backpack like I do. about reusable alternatives they can
movement that helps millions of
You can keep a stainless steel use instead, or ask them to consider
people be part of the solution to travel mug and a reusable utensil welcoming customers who bring
plastic pollution. By simply choosing set in your purse at all times. Use their own containers.
You can also encourage schools,
to refuse single-use plastics, we these when buying coffee to go or
child care centres, your workplace,
can help our communities have when eating out.
By choosing to refuse single- and other establishments you’re
cleaner and safer streets, oceans,
and environment.
use cutlery and takeaway containers, connected with to rethink their use
you can help set a precedent for of plastic cutlery and takeaway
Here are five easy ways to jumpstart sustainable alternatives and show containers.
your Plastic Free July Challenge: how easy it can be.
5. SIGN UP FOR THE PLASTIC
1. GIVE UP BOTTLED WATER. 3. AVOID FOODS WRAPPED FREE JULY CHALLENGE
Want some tips to find out how
Here’s a “not-so-fun” fact: Bottled IN PLASTIC
water companies don’t produce We have all seen them in the supermarket you can reduce plastic waste? Plastic
water. They produce plastic bottles. — the single vegetable wrapped in Free July is full of ideas! Visit them
at https://www.plasticfreejuly.org/.
Giant companies like Nestlé plastic.
You can choose to refuse singlemake billions bottling water it pays
Plastics are not naturally producing
use
plastics
in July (and beyond!).
nearly nothing for. They drain and elements of the earth. They are
Best
of
all,
being part of Plastic
pull millions of gallons of water out synthetically manufactured with a
Free July will help you to find great
of the ground of drought-stricken combination of chemicals.
areas to bottle and sell.
When food is stored in plastic alternatives that can become new
Not only does bottled water come bags, these chemicals can leach into habits forever.
in a plastic bottle, but tremendous the food and infest them. Studies
resources are used to extract, bottle, have shown that these chemicals Jomay Amora-Dueck is the creator
and ship it. Plastic also poses some have been linked to tissue changes, of theecoistcollective.com. She
health risks as it may leach chemicals genetic damage, early puberty and is the author of Becoming Ecoist:
A Beginner’s Guide to Minimalist
into the water you’re drinking.
hormonal changes.
So, what is a better alternative?
The best way to shop is to pick and Sustainable Living. Download
Get a reusable stainless steel bottle “naked” or loose fruits and vegetables. your FREE copy at
or travel mug. Take it with you and If you must buy a pre-packaged item, www.theecoistcollective.com.

Becoming Ecoist

I
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by aLfie vera mella
elfideas102@yahoo.com
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20 Filipinos to Watch
Maribeth Tabanera

I

“

am a creator. A life long learner.
A lover of life. A community
builder.”
- Maribeth Tabanera

Maribeth Tabanera, also known as
Kilusan, makes a promise to herself:
to never stop learning.
Monday to Friday she’s educating
the future leaders of our city, as an
Internship Coordinator at the Seven
Oaks Met and Maples Met School.
On evenings and weekends, she’s a
multi-faceted artist and instructor –
sharing her knowledge and passion
of dance and DJ. Her passions as a
dancer allowed her to compete in
international dance competitions
around North America. Today, she’s
an assistant choreographer of B.O.S.S.
Dance Team.
As a graduate of Mama Cutsworth's
DJ Academy for All Women and
Non-Binary Folks, you can catch
her playing her favourite tracks at
events all over our city. In September
2019, she was a part of Bastid's BBQ
Winnipeg, playing alongside Skratch
Bastid and DJ Maseo from De La Soul.
To catch one of her sets today, you
can follow her as a resident DJ with
Queer People of Colour Winnipeg
and Synonym Art Consultation. Or
if you’re interested – take one of her
DJ classes at Studio 393 at Portage
Place Mall.

work that I do is the community
building. One of my passions in
life is working towards developing
social justice in my local and broader
community. Through my work as
an educator and mentor, I strive to
create learning opportunities for all
of my students to move towards their
professional and personal goals. I
hope by modelling my pursuit of all
things I am passionate about, that
it inspires others to do so as well.
"I tell my students, 'When
you get these jobs that you have
been so brilliantly trained for,
just remember that your real job
is that if you are free, you need to
free somebody else. If you have
some power, then your job is to
empower somebody else. This is
not just a grab-bag candy game."
- Toni Morrison

What impact have you witnessed
from your work?
The impact I have witnessed from
the work that I do is in the success
stories of my students. I have been
teaching professionally 15 years now
(I am including teaching dance). I
have seen dancers grow up to become
teachers and choreographers. I have
seen my previous students whom I
taught in my Industrial Arts classes
pursue careers as Electricians and
Graphic Designers. When young
people can pursue their passions
in a way that is meaningful and
What excites you most about what authentic, they are able to see
you do?
and create opportunities for their
What excites me most about the success.

Tell us a story about an obstacle
you faced and conquered.
One of the obstacles I have faced
and continue to be challenged
by is the need to overachieve
and be perfect. Growing up as a
child of immigrant parents, you
feel pressure to be successful on
behalf of your family. This can
sometimes manifest in feeling
like a failure when a linear plan
does not pan out the way you
thought it would. My first years
of post-secondary life were
challenging both academically
and socially. I felt isolated and
somewhat lost in terms of what
I wanted to pursue. During my
studies, I realized that I enjoyed
art history and still loved to
create art in many forms. After I
completed my first degree, I was
unsure if I would be accepted into
the University of Winnipeg (U
of W) Bachelors of Education
(B.Ed.) 3-year program due to
my GPA and number of volunteer
hours, so I also applied to the Red
River College Industrial Arts/
Technology and U of W B.Ed.
4-year program. My intuition was
right, and I was not accepted to
the 3-year program at U of W.
In the end, it was a blessing in
disguise because I quickly realized
that being an Industrial Arts
Teacher was a much better fit for
me than teaching in an academic
classroom. The path to success
is never linear, in actuality it is
a messy drawing of lines that
take you all over the place, but
as long as you keep an general
goal area in sight you will get
there and it will be great.

All photos & articles available online!

Miriam Delos Santos

I

am a mother, entrepreneur and designer. Photoshoot with traditional Filipina clothing
of my mother's. Photo collaboration with
I learned the ropes of entrepreneurship @merelymegan and
from a young age from my first generation @artistrybymeghankinita
immigrant parents operating their own
business, Spice World which we've been
blessed to have for the past 23 years. I bring
the values of hard work and drive to my own
company. I participate in maker panels, maker
podcasts and workshops. My social media
platform is used for connection, mainly with
other women, for empowerment, inspiration
and art through fashion. I work, create and
hold appointments at my downtown studio.
I have been hand making goods made
in Manitoba for the past three years. Hello
Darling's design process is a one women
show, from the careful curation of textiles,
using fabrics manufactured in Canada and
the United States, to the design, execution
and construction, it all starts and ends The Meg pom pom headband, home photoshoot
with me, and I take great pride in every
step and important detail in terms of the fostered, was very special and remains
product created.
one of the pivotal experiences in my
journey, professionally and personally.
What excites you most about what you do? Through my work I've been able to
Meeting people from all disciplines within participate in panels about women in
the creative scene here in Winnipeg, it is an business, workshop opportunities with
exciting time! There is so much raw talent the Winnipeg Art Gallery Makerlabs
in this city. When we come together, say and podcasts.
yes to opportunity, many doors can open
and magic happens.
Tell us a story about an obstacle
you faced and conquered.
What impact have you witnessed from When one thinks of a single parent,
your work?
you would imagine many obstacles
Last year I was able to spearhead opening up and roadblocks, but this is what
Mothership Pop Up in South Osborne with spurred and motivated me. Taking
seven other dear friends, women entrepreneurs the brave first steps, learning as you
who also happened to be mothers. The go, connecting with people who will
empowerment we felt as women, the sense support you and putting your family
of community and collaboration that was first will get you where you need to go.
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Oh Canada! So grateful to be here!
Going abroad is an obsession to many Filipinos
(First Part of the Series)

The Republic of Adobo
by Rod E. Cantiveros

A

nd this obsession was too
high in the middle 60's when
fear of martial had been
embedded into our consciousness.
Many Filipinos would like to move
and escape the consequences of the
pangs of a military government.
In our clan, while we were staying
together in Sampaloc, Manila, we did
challenge ourselves. My cousins who
were still in the university, myself,
my cousin Irene L. Angeles and
Daisy had a usual chat after dinner
and out of the blue we said: "Let us

apply to work abroad, anywhere!"
Irene and I were both teaching
at UST and Daisy was working in
an office.
During our free time, Irene and
I would score some embassy offices,
Ethiopia, Australia, USA, United
Kingdom and Canada. Canada was
the last choice. We would like to
follow some of our colleagues who
applied and got accepted in Ethiopia,
Australia and USA.
We went to Canadian Consular
office at Roxas Blvd., a small office
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decorated by many job posters and
inspiring narratives to immigrate to
Canada. We got some pamphlets for
more information.
Canada? We never discussed
this country in our history classes.
We were bombarded by American
publicity and the majority of the
Filipinos would like to go to America!
Not so much about Canada nor
Australia or United Kingdom. All
I knew about Canada was the
Canada Dry Ginger Ale which was
my favorite soft drink aside from
7-Up. And all we knew, there were
igloos and Canadian Indians! And
the image of snow and ice plastered
into the canvass of our minds. And
one of our relatives was a member of
the Philippine consular corps based
in Vancouver. Never I had contacted
our relative who would provide more
information about Canada.
With so much work at UST -both

as an employee and an instructor,
and with the plan to start a family
business, I decided not to go abroad.
Irene and Daisy went ahead.
"Why a change of mind, Insan?"
"Mas kailangan ako ng ating bansa,"
I said. Raw nationalism and family's
interests prevailed.
Both Irene and Daisy started
communicating with some schools
and offices in Alberta, Canada.
Irene applied as a teacher to the
private school outside Edmonton, and
Daisy in a community agency. Less
than a month, Irene received cable
letters from two schools welcoming
her to be a teacher. And Daisy to work
in a community agency. Both went
ahead to Canada with all benefits
and attractive offers.
So much work at UST and
our family business, snack food
productions and tie-dye t-shirt
shop at the Republic Supermarket,
close to the National Bookstore in
Rizal Avenue. Got more sideline as
Goya advertising consultant, Loyola
Memorial Park Counsellor and resort
real estate agent promoting Caliraya
Resort owned by Sixto Roxas of

Bancom and the Kalaw Family and
writing in Liwayway and Komiks
magazine.
To go abroad with so much
work at this time? With so much
excitement and challenges in the
Philippines? I was doing well under
the regime of Marcos? Marcos did
his own and I did my own.
To have a family came into my
mind until I met Rosalinda Linsangan
Natividad, a Theresian '65 and an
instructor and a psychometrician at
Siena College, run by Nuns of the
Order of the Preacher and the same
time, in the evening, taking up her
masteral degree at UST.
The wind of change was coming.
The lure of going abroad was not my
priority. My wife wanted to follow
her officemates in the National
Testing Office in Manila, under the
office of the President, who left the
Philippines for Winnipeg?
My wife insisted: "Let us try
and if you do not want to stay, you
can go back!"
(to be continued: "I Swallowed
My Pride And I Got Constipated")

A group of Winnipeggers protests against Philippines' anti-terrorism law
Diaspora Against Dictatorship held
a rally on July 7, 2020 in front of
the Legislative Building to protest
against Philippines' anti-terrorism bill
that was signed as law by President
Rodrigo Duterte last July 3rd.
"We believe that this law, the
way that it is written right now
encroaches upon human rights,"
said Ally Gonzalo, spokesperson of
Diaspora Against Dictatorship.
"Its definition of what terrorism
is, its law of allowing people or
wire-tapping people for 60-90 days
and detaining them and labeling
their relatives as accomplices or
suspects as well to terrorism, when
in truth, they are just speaking up
for what they think is wrong," added
Gonzalo, as just some of the vague
parts of the law.
Diaspora Against Dictatorship is
a not-for-profit group that is comprised
of people who had to immigrate
because their home cannot sustain
them anymore.
Gonzalo himself is an immigrant
from the Philippines. He recognizes
that being away from his motherland,
he is safer (to demonstrate) and
because he is safer, he feels that he
should do something about the law.
"We recognize that as immigrants
in Canada, we have, honestly, more
power and platform and privilege over

Ally Gonzalo, spokesperson of Diaspora Against Dictatorship

those who live back home because
right now, yung batas ngayon (with
the law now),everything they do will
subject them to potentially being
labelled as terrorists."
Aside from protesting against
the anti-terrorism law and raising
awareness, the group is also making
a call on the Prime Minister.
"We are calling on Justin Trudeau
to condemn this (law) because it is
a human rights violation. We do not
need to explain ourselves why we
need human rights. No one should
explain themselves why they should
stay alive or they should defend the

rights of their fellow Filipino people."
And while the group will be
paying attention to the anti -terrorism
law, Gonzalo has a message to fellow
Filipinos in Winnipeg.
"We should study our history
because learning from your past
helps you create a better future not
only for yourself but for the rest of
your people. Love your motherland
but not like the person taking care
of it. Nationalism should not be
aligned with who the leader is but
rather aligned with where you come
from- culture, shared experiences of
being a Filipino."
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Johnny Cantiveros
Tony and Letty Antonio
Leila Castro
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Miss Philippines Earth
2020 Holds Online
Competition, Baguio
City Candidate Wins

Photo source: Pancho Magno and Max Collins Instagram

GMA actors Pancho Magno and
Max Collins welcome baby boy
Kapuso stars Pancho Magno and
Max Collins gave birth to their
first-born last July 6, 2020 by water
childbirth at their own home.
The couple opted for this
process as Max feels safer this

way given the pandemic situation.
In his Instagram post, Pancho
posted a very emotional video of him
and Max finally holding their son
which they named Skye Anakin. He
said that Skye and Max are one of

the reasons why he believes in God.
Pancho also honoured Max and
all mothers in the said post.
Pancho and Max have been
married since 2017 and announced
their pregnancy last December.

With candidates joining remotely,
Miss Philippines Earth 2020 held its
competition online last July 5, 2020.
The pageant organized by Carousel
Productions is one of the first local
pageants to push through with its
finals after the country was placed
on lockdown due to the coronavirus
pandemic.
Baguio City representative
Roxanne Baeyens won the Miss Earth
Philippines title and 2 other special
awards - Darling of the Press and the
Eco Video Award.
The 23-year old Filipino-Belgian
beauty said she wanted to win the
title because she was inspired by
her mom, "I want to be the Miss
Philippines Earth 2020 because all
my life, I was a witness of my mom
being an environmentalist and I
wanted to continue the legacy in my
family and be the change I want to
see in the world."
Roxie's focus is on urban gardening,
"My environmental advocacy is urban
gardening because the cities are no
longer green and we have to start
making changes and start planting."
Aside from her environmental

Iconic Philippine jeepneys
back on the streets after many
months of stoppage

Thousands of Local Stranded
Individuals (LSIs) are heading to
their hometowns

Thousands of the iconic Philippine
Jeepneys are back to the street in
the Metro Manila and in some
provinces to address the needs of
common transportation to the public.
But there are hundreds of
jeepneys that are not allowed due to
the non-compliance of the protocol
to make their vehicles safe from
spreading the coronavirus. Some
have to wait to ply the city streets
unless the precautionary measures
are followed.
"Paano na ang aming buhay,
wala na kaming makain," said one
of the frustrated driver.

When President Rodrigo Roa Duterte
found out the hardships of thousands
of the local stranded Individuals
in Metro Manila, he immediately
instructed all the agencies to help
them go back to their hometown.
"They are suffering and we
must do something about this
problem. Most of them have no
decent sleeping areas, especially
those pregnant women and seniors
who are standing and waiting for the
possible trip back to their hometown,"
Duterte commented in one of his
briefings with his officials.
As his instructions, all spaces

The permission by the
Department of Transportation to let
the jeepneys help in transporting
the many passengers was the
result of the study that after the
buses, the modern jeepneys and
the SUV could not solve the needs
of more transportation.
Some of the reasons why
the iconic jeepneys are the last to
be given permission include the
danger of spreading the virus and
the source of pollution.
More jeepneys are being held
unless the Department of Health
protocol is fully addressed for the
safety of the riding public.

More than 18.8 M enrollees slated to go
back to 2020-21 school year in August
There are more than 18.8 million
enrollees, both for public and
private schools will be back
in August for the School Year
2020-21.
According to the Department
of Education, there are 17,957,
202 enrolled in public schools
while the private schools have
894,161,

Meanwhile, In Manila, according
to the Manila City Schools, the
enrollment exceeded their projection
of 268,972 to 270,219 for the public
schools.
One reason, according to Mayor
Isko Moreno Domagoso, that the
increase in enrollment in the public
schools was due to the COVID -19
when many parents lost their jobs and

the parents pulled their children
out from the private schools.
Mayor Moreno thanked the
parents who responded to the city
government's advice to enroll their
children in the coming school
year where "blended learning"
instead of the face-to-face classes
will be the norm.
(Sources from PNA and FILAM Star)

All photos & articles available online!

Photo source: Jansen Romero / Manila Bulletin

available in NAIA especially those
establishments like restaurant, lounges
and other open areas must be open
and move all the LSIs to have a better
place to stay before they move to
their provinces.
DOTR Secretary Art Tugade led
by providing all amenities including
food for the local stranded individuals
who were staying night and day in
some areas near the airport, subject
to bad weather and non-availability
of chairs and other basic needs.
The LSIs are transferred to
their hometown by planes, by ship
and other means of transportation.
One of the officials announced
that only those with tickets should go
to the airport to avoid overcrowding
due to massive turn-out of LSIs
when they learned about the possible
return to their hometown, after many
months in Metro Manila because of
the coronavirus.
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Photo from Roxanne Baeyens' Instagram

initiatives, Roxie also partnered with
several organizations that promote
animal welfare, provide food for the
needy, and work towards HIV/AIDS
awareness.
Roxie is also an upcoming artist
with Cornerstoe Entertainment who
also handles Miss Universe 2019
Catriona Gray.

QC Mayor Joy
Belmonte starts
quarantine
protocol after
she tested
positive for
COVID-19
Upon learning that she tested
positive for coronavirus last
Wednesday, Quezon City Mayor
Joy Belmonte has started isolating
herself as a precaution; and at the
same time, the common areas of
the Quezon City Hall had been
closed for disinfection.
She thanked that the result
revealed earlier on Wednesday
and she gave assurance that she
does not feel any symptoms.
She claimed that the test
became positive because of
her many visits to many health
centers, hospitals, and to see
the needs of the people in many
areas, especially those barangays
which were lockdown because
of the pandemic.
"I do not regret. I already
prepared for this and I
wholeheartedly accept this."
Belmonte said.
(Source: FILAM Star)
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NORTHERN & NORTHMART STORES
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We offer relocation, housing and food
allowances for successful candidates
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Kris Ontong
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Top 25 Canadian
Immigrant Awards
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In 2017, Ontong took on the Ontong was also board of directors
role of president of the Southeast of the Manitoba Filipino Street
Manitoba Filipino Association Festival and currently executive
(SEMFA). He co-founded the board member of Filipino Music
Eastern Manitoba Broad Alliance for and Arts Association of Canada
(FMAACI).
For his active community
advocacy, Ontong was among the
awardees in the 2019 National
Filipino-Canadian Heritage Event.
He was also a finalist for Outstanding
Community Service category of the
Credit Counselling • Credit Rebuilding third Golden Balangay Awards, a
nationwide search for outstanding
Filipinos in Canada.
Last June 23, the Top 75 finalists
were announced and Ontong was
one of the five Filipino finalists
across Canada and one of the three
finalists in Manitoba.
Filipino finalists are:
1. Annie Chua-Frith (Edmonton)
2. Joseph Lopez (Vancouver)
3. Kris Ontong (Steinbach, MB)
4. Arlene Ruiz (Saskatoon)
5. Virginia Guiang-Santoro (Toronto)

Barangay Manitoba founder and
Filipino Journal's contributing writer,
Kris Ontong, has been nominated
as one of RBC's Top 25 Canadian
Immigrant Awardees.
Kris Ontong and his family
are based in Steinbach, Manitoba
where he has been working in the
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RC Walk-In 2 Location
Grand Opening!
nd

Dr. Renee Yip with Callie!

RC Walk-In Chiropractic officially celebrated its
second McPhillips Street location with a grand opening
event on June 28 from 12-3pm. This took place one
year after the Grand Opening of the first location in
Northgate. This Garden City newly renovated facility is
located at 2140 McPhillips across Perkins Restaurant.
It has been open since March but covid-19 delayed the
Grand Opening celebration. Nevertheless, the wait was
surely worth it.
This Grand Opening was super hot at around
30 plus degree temps but this did not deter guests.
There was a still great turnout. Attendees enjoyed
complimentary drinks, Manila Nights tasty appetizers
and music by deejay newcomer Jose aka Jet Agriam.
Marvin De Castro from Home Health NP won a RC
Walk-In sweater by sinking 5 putts in a row in a friendly
golf putting game. In honour of the event, a donation
was made to a new foundation in the Philippines called
Grace To Be Born that helps pregnant women, rape
victims and babies that were supposed to be aborted.
The RC Walk-In Chiropractic Garden City
location currently offers chiropractic care by Dr. Renee

Yip as well a massage therapy. Dr. Yip completed
her undergraduate degree at the University of
Guelph-Humber in Kinesiology while completing
a diploma in Health and Fitness. She continued
her education to complete her Chiropractic degree
at the Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College.
Dr. Renee Yip at RC Walk-In commonly treats
neck and back pain. She is able to diagnose the
cause of your pain, recommend treatment options
to relieve it and help you prevent it from coming
back. Patients have described her as friendly,
comforting, really nice and a great chiropractor!
Welcome to the RC Walk-in Family Dr. Yip!
Dr. Richie Cabigting will continue to provide
chiropractic care at the Northgate location where
x-ray and massage therapy are also offered.
Walk-ins are encouraged to attend either location
for chiropractic care or set an appointment for
massage therapy. Both are committed in their
ongoing service to the Filipino community. Both
have direct billing and no appointments necessary
for chiropractic care! Just walk-in!

Dr. Renee Yip and RC Walk-In staff.

Guests Reynaldo and Isabelita Cabigting -parents of Dr
Richie Cabigting.

Jose "Jet" Agriam deejaying the event.

Guests Jerick Cabello of Jacklete and Marvin De Castro of
HomeHealth NP.

Dr. Renee Yip with Dr. Wray Johnson of the previous Garden City Chiropractic.

Let’s get social

Manila Nights serving appetizers!
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Kababayans receive free
computers from Tech Manitoba

Liezel Gadian

Elenita Reyes and daughter

All photos & articles available online!

Elenita Reyes and Liezel Gadian were among the
recipients of Tech Manitoba's computer giveaway
and basic training program supporting rural schools
, immigration services , community centres and First
Nation communities across Manitoba.
“Many of us take computers and connectivity
for granted, and that isn’t the case for everyone,” Kay
Gardiner, CEO at Tech Manitoba emphasized. “The more
we move services online, the more people are left behind.
Getting a computer and basic training is a first step
to bridging that divide.”
Since the pandemic started, Tech Manitoba has
been putting desktop computers into the hands of people
left behind because of the digital divide through their
DigitALL program. This week, donated desktop computers
refurbished by Computers For Schools will be delivered
to communities across the province including Winnipeg,
Brandon, Selkirk, Thompson, Flin Flon, Swan River, the
Marcel Colomb First Nation.
Albert Boakye, Community Animator at Social
Planning Council of Winnipeg, has been working with
the Tech Manitoba team to distribute 30 computers to
the Ethnocultural Council of Manitoba.
“The Ethnocultral Council of Manitoba-Stronger
Together Inc. is happy to receive these computers from
Tech Manitoba,” said Boakye. “They will provide support
to families with school aged-children so they can access
online educational resources during the pandemic. The
computers are also going to help families who were
without computers be part of the digital world.”
Along with a free desktop computer, recipients
receive a keyboard, monitor, mouse, and a pre-loaded
videos on computer basics created by Tech Manitoba to
help them set up their computer, learn basic computer
skills and get safely online. Tech Manitoba’s DigitALL
program aims to increase the overall participation of
Canadians in the digital economy and ease the burden
of social isolation. This is important work due to the
number of Manitobans who do not currently have basic
levels of digital literacy.
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Trump’s bullheadedness is
perilous to nation’s security
PEREZCOPE
by Perry Diaz
PerryDiaz@gmail.com

A

New York Times news story
claiming that a unit of Russian
Military Intelligence (GRU)
was paying a bounty to Taliban fighters
to target and kill American troops in
Afghanistan has created a political
maelstrom never before seen. Claiming
that Russian President Vladimir Putin
had approved the bounty policy, the
scandal caught President Donald
Trump napping.
According to the news account,
Trump was briefed in March and was
subsequently presented with a number
of possible policy responses, but did
not take any action. Trump’s inability
to respond to a national security
incident quickly spread in other media
outlets, which unleashed a tsunami of
criticism against Trump. But Trump,
in his usual modus operandi, denied
receiving the intelligence report,
which was contained in a Presidential
Daily Brief (PDB) given to him on
February 27, 2020. Neither did Vice
President Mike Pence and Chief of
Staff Mark Meadow been briefed on
the matter. The PDB is a compendium
of foreign policy and national security
intelligence compiled for Trump to
read and to take action if necessary.
However, Trump admitted in a tweet,
"Intel just reported to me that they
did not find this info credible, and
therefore did not report it to me or
@VP." So, who’s telling the truth?
The NYT further said, “Subsequent
news reports identified the GRU operatives
as members of a secret group called
Unit 29155. The unit is believed to
be tasked with foreign assassinations
and other covert activities aimed at
destabilizing European countries.” But
the Kremlin and the Taliban denied
the report, which is expected. Do
you think they’ll admit it?
The next day, the Pentagon
issued a statement, declaring, "The
Department of Defense continues to
evaluate intelligence that Russian
GRU operatives were engaged in
malign activity against United States
and coalition forces in Afghanistan.”
However, interrogations of captured
Taliban fighters played a central role
in making the intelligence community
confident in its assessment that the
Russians indeed paid bounties in 2019.
The NYT report added, "Two
officials said the information about
the bounty hunting was ‘well known’
among the intelligence community
in Afghanistan, including the CIA’s
chief of station and other top officials
there, like the military commandos
hunting the Taliban."
Charlie Wilson’s War
It is a fact that Russia is actively
supporting the Taliban with cash, arms,
supplies, and intelligence just like the
way it was in the 1980’s during the
Russian occupation of Afghanistan.
As the story goes, then-Congressman
Charlie Wilson was drawn into the
Afghan resistance against the Soviets

who were fighting the fierce mujahideen
in the mountains of Afghanistan.
As a member of the House
budget subcommittee who dealt with
secret funding for the CIA, he used
the position to secure a doubling
of aid to the mujahideen. Over the
years, he would channel hundreds
of millions of dollars to the Afghan
resistance, saying he wanted "to make
sure Afghans could do everything
possible to kill Russians, as painfully
as possible."
The weapon of choice used by
the mujahideen was the shoulder-fired
Stinger missile, which was lethal
against the low-flying helicopter
gunships employed by the Soviets
to terrorize the local population. By
1986, Stingers were arriving by the
planeload in Pakistan for delivery to
the mujahideen. Three years later,
Moscow concluded the war was
unwinnable and pulled out. Less than
three years after that, the Soviet Union
itself collapsed. Asked in an interview
on US television about the turn of the
war's tide against Moscow, Pakistan's
former president Zia ul-Haq replied,
"Charlie did it.” The whole episode
was immortalized in “Charlie Wilson’s
War,” a 2007 motion picture.
As you can see, the Russians will
never forget what happened to them
in Afghanistan in 1986. Thirty years
after the collapse of the Soviet Union
in 1990, the Russians switched roles
with the Americans – they’re siding
with the mujahideens in fighting the
American occupation. The Russians
are doing to the Americans exactly
what The Americans did to the Soviets
back in the 1980s.
American casualty
The U.S. had 17 soldiers killed in
action in Afghanistan in 2019, and
another four killed so far in 2020.
In February, the U.S. reached an
agreement with the Taliban to end the
fighting. In return, the U.S. agreed to
pull out of Afghanistan. The Taliban
has refrained from attacking U.S.
military personnel since then.
The Russians have been paying
bounties to the Afghans for some time
now without causing criticism. But
that was then when it was the only
reason to motivate the Afghans to kill
Americans. It’s all about money. The
mighty Dollar flooded the country for
years, paying off the warlords who
commanded the loyalty of the Afghan
mujahideens. And the GRU – the
CIA’s Russian counterparts – keeps
account of the bounties paid, which
were as much as $100,000 per each
American killed.
A recent report pinpoints a key
figure in the alleged Russian-backed
bounty program. The NYT named
Rahmatullah Azizi as a “central
player” – a middleman -- in attempts
to launder money from Russia into
Afghanistan in order to make payments
to the Taliban. Attempts were made
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to detain Azizi at least six months
ago, but it was believed that he has
fled to Russia. Security forces found
roughly $500,000 in cash in one of
his Kabul properties.
It’s interesting to note that Aziz
was once a beneficiary of U.S. largess
but has turned to the Russians. Azizi,
a small-time drug smuggler, reportedly
was a former recipient of U.S. contractor
cash for road building in the early days
of the U.S. invasion of Afghanistan,
until he allegedly found more lucrative
options. I guess he found switching
sides more profitable.
Meanwhile, with the entire
hullabaloo about the alleged Russian
bounty program, one wonders how
money was transferred from Russia
to the Taliban bounty killer?
According to three American
officials familiar with the intelligence,
electronic data showing large financial
transfers from a bank account controlled
by Russia’s GRU to a Taliban-linked
account, which supported their conclusion
that Russia covertly offered bounties
for killing American and NATO troops
in Afghanistan.
These electronic intercepts from
GRU down to the Afghan middlemen
are then sent to the bounty killers
themselves before they were dispatched
to target the American and coalition
forces. These intercepts are electronic
paper trail for “services asked and
services rendered,” which is proof
that the Taliban were “killers for
hire.” This disclosure further undercut
White House officials’ claim that the
intelligence was “too uncertain” to brief
Trump on February 27 in a PDB. But
Trump seldom read the briefs provided
by intelligence, which by not doing
so could undermine the country’s
national security. However, Trump
whose relationship with Putin is like
a puppy dog that lovingly licks his
master’s hands is not too keen about
reading the PDB’s, particularly if the
subject is Russia or Putin. Trump on
many occasions had shown aversion
or displeasure to reading anything –
usually bad – about Russia, which makes
one wonder: Is Putin keeping a secret
that would – or could -- horrendously
embarrass Trump, which could create
a national scandal of the magnitude
12 on the Richter scale?
So it’s no wonder that Trump
offered Russia to rejoin the G7 back
in March – after the Russian bounty
PDB was released -- and ordered the
withdrawal of 9,500 American troops
from Germany, all the while the Taliban
were killing Americans at the behest
of Russia, which makes one wonder:
What would Trump going to do now
that the cat is out of the bag?
With the American people’s
outrage over Russia’s bounty killing
in full view, Trump is still unmoved
like a Robert E. Lee monument erectly
standing still, a relic of the country’s
divisive civil war. He’s still preoccupied
with his re-election campaign, which
is hurting badly due to the pandemic
and ongoing street protests for racial
justice. However, the Pentagon and
the intelligence community began
looking at options on how to deal
with the situation, including economic
sanctions, which could further cause
damage to Russia’s economy. But
the bottom line is: It’s up to Trump
the commander-in-chief to decide
which way to go.

by aLfie vera mella
elfideas102@yahoo.com

Kung Waláng Manlolóko,
Waláng Malolóko
(On the Folly of Victim Blaming)

M

aráming táo na mahílig
isísi sa mga bíktima
ang kasamaán ng
mga masasamáng táo. Pag
may nalóko, itó ang sisisíhin
at hindí ang nanlóko. Pag may
napágsamantalahán, itó ang
únang sisisíhin at hindí ang
nanamantalá sa kanyá.
Victim Blaming
I never believed and adhered to
the saying, "Waláng manlolóko
kung waláng nagpapalóko [There
will be no dupers if there are no
people who let themselves get
duped]."
That is a form of victim
blaming.
Victim blaming "occurs
when the victims of crimes or any
wrongful act are held entirely or
partially accountable or at fault
for the harm that befell on them."

It's like saying, "Waláng
masasamáng táo kung waláng
mabubúti, na kaniláng
pinagsásamantalahán [There
will be no evil people if there
are no good people, whom they
take advantage of]."
Evil people are evil because
they are evil. They will always
prey on often good people in
their most unguarded and fragile
moments. The accountability for
their bad deeds will always be
theirs, and not on their usually
unsuspecting and trusting victims.
Not all lives matter. Only
those of good people do.
Sa Madalíng Salitâ
Ang dapat sisíhin sa báwat
krimén ay waláng ibá kundí
ang salarín lámang. Túlong
at simpatyá ay nararápat na
sa bíktima ibigáy.

from page 8

Barangay Manitoba's Kris Ontong
Nominated For RBC's Top 25 Canadian...
For the past twelve years,
the RBC Top 25 Canadian
Immigrants Award has been
celebrating this diversity and the
importance of coming together
as Canadians as it recognizes
outstanding work by immigrants
who "have come to Canada and
have made a positive difference
living in the country."
As in previous years, hundreds
of nominations were received,
and the panel of judges have
had a tough task of choosing
the top 75 finalists from such an
inspiring and deserving group
of individuals.
With the announcement of
the top 75, the awards process
moves to the next phase --the
online voting to narrow the 75
finalists down to the Top 25. The
finalists and their profiles can
be viewed on the voting page
at https://canadianimmigrant.ca/
canadas-top-25-immigrants/vote
Voting will be open up to
August 7th, 2020. The Top 25
winners will then be announced
online in September 2020 and be
featured in the September print
edition of Canadian Immigrant
magazine.
But Trump to this day isn’t
convinced that his BFF – best friend
forever -- Putin has stabbed him in
the back. He calls the Russian bounty
program a “hoax.” “The Russia
Bounty story is just another made up
by Fake News tale that is told only
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In addition, this is the third
year of the Settlement Agency
Award which celebrates the
contributions, dedication and
hard work that agencies undertake
each year to help Canadian
immigrants settle into the country
and succeed.
Due to regulations still in
place across Canada and the
uncertainty of when things will
be lifted, in-person ceremonies
this year for the Top 25 winners
will not be held, however the
winners’ package will be mailed,
and a video call will be recorded
for the celebration.
Title sponsor RBC Royal
Bank has been supporting the
awards for the last dozen years.
Each year, they also donate
$500 on behalf of the Top 25
winners to registered Canadian
charities. This year, those funds
will be donated to Windmill
Microlending, an organization
helping internationally-trained
newcomers including those in
the healthcare field affected by
COVID-19. RBC has made the
generous decision to increase
that donation to $50,000!

to damage me and the Republican
Party,” Trump said. “The secret source
probably does not even exist, just like
the story itself.”
Trump’s bullheadedness makes
one wonder: Is he putting the security
of the nation on perilous ground?
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Horoscope
The universe thinks you need a break from actively pursuing
your endeavors, Aries. The progressive, community-minded
Aquarius moon spends the day void of course. When the moon
is void of course, it’s ideal to refrain from making major actions
or initiating plans. It’s best to passively let the world take care of
itself. Revisiting your long-term goals and connecting with friends
suits you best today.

Today’s skies are quiet and absent of action, Taurus. The
Aquarius moon finds herself moving through the day on a solo
mission, refusing to engage with other planets. When the moon is
unaspected, it’s best not to make any big moves forward, indulge
in any major purchases, or launch projects. You’ve got career
matters on your mind, but it’s best to keep up maintenance rather
than start new things.

As a Gemini, you tend to zip through the world with an array
of things to accomplish—sometimes leaving things half-finished!
Today’s skies hold little action, as the Aquarius moon finds
herself void of course. When the moon is void of course, any
major actions or initiations we take can often wind up fruitless.
Return to your unfinished projects rather than dive into something
completely new today.

Keep it low-key today, Cancer. The moon spends a solo day roaming
through thoughtful Aquarius, refraining from interaction with any
other planets and directing your emotional awareness towards
partnerships. When the moon keeps to herself, it’s best that you do
too. Any seeds planted under this passing phase don’t grow, so it’s
best to keep to maintenance and embrace the restorative passivity
this day offers.

Let yourself have a good time today, Libra! Drop your looming
responsibilities and let yourself play like a little kid. The universe wants
you to engage with your creative and romantic side today. The moon
roams on an aimless path through Aquarius, refusing to connect with
other planets. This is suggesting that it’s best to be passive and playful,
rather than force yourself to be productive.

Today’s skies present the perfect opportunity to engage in unabashed
nothingness, Leo. The moon spends the day drifting through
intellectual Aquarius without an agenda. When the moon doesn’t
interact with other planets, it’s best to refrain from action that
attempts to push projects forward. Reap today’s rewards by taking it
easy and engaging with a lover, rather than trying to swim upstream.

Passivity and reflection permeate the day ahead, Scorpio. The moon
spends her day void of course, wandering through rational-minded
Aquarius without an agenda. When the moon is void of course, you’re
void of course too—meaning you have no specific or productive path
carved out for you! You’re left to your own devices and to make the most
of it, devote some energy to bettering your living environment.

Maintenance is the keyword today, Virgo. Your heart is set on
tackling your to-do list, but the Aquarius moon’s lack of an agenda
can make it difficult to get everything done. When the moon keeps to
herself, as she does today, it’s best to refrain from initiating projects
and indulging in impulse buys. Focus on your projects that could use
maintenance and follow through.

Your mind is hungry for new information and your voice is impatient for
expression, Sagittarius. Find a way to channel this excitable mental energy
today, for the moon spends her day without a to-do list in Aquarius. When
the moon keeps to herself, it’s best to stick to maintenance, not launching
new projects or initiating plans. Save important conversations for another
day if you want to see real follow through.

PABABA

PAHALANG
2

4

5
8

Anluwagi, isang taong
gumagawa ng mga
gawaing-kamay na pangkahoy
Inunan, ay isang
pansamantalang organong
matatagpuan sa karamihan ng
mga babaeng mamalya
habang nasa panahon ng
pagbubuntis.
Kapbisa, ay ang pangkat ng
mga reaksiyong kimikal
Bandos o buntala (mula sa tala
na may buntot)

Copyright @
sunsigns.com

9 Saluyan
10 Bagwis, pakpak ng
ibon at ginagamit sa
paglipad.
12 Hatinig
13 Udyok o pintig
15 Datay
17 Tuwang: pagtulong sa
gawain.
19 Pusong mga taong
nagpapatawa
20 Nililo o nilinlang

1

Pagsisimula sa
sasakyan o makinarya
3 Aghimuan
6 Hangganan
7 Mga pangunahing
grupo ng mga
nabubuhay na mga
organismo.
11 Talaksan, maayos na
pagkakapatong patong
ng isang bagay na
marami

14 Katipan ay kabiyak o
kasintahan.
16 Kulay ng ating dugo
18 Nanunuyo
o nag-aaliw na
pumapaloob sa isang
bagay,pangyayari atbp.
21 Saligwil
22 Siyensiya o
nag-aaral ng kalikasan
sa pinakamalawak na
kahulugan
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Today’s skies offer a rare opportunity to embrace total nothingness,
Capricorn. How often do you get to put all of your plans aside? The
moon spends the day void of course, roaming through thoughtful
Aquarius without any connections to other planets. When the moon
is void of course, it’s best to embrace passivity and refrain from
pushing things forward. Don’t waste energy swimming upstream,
stick to relaxed maintenance!

It’s all too easy to feel aimless today, Aquarius. And strangely
enough, that’s just what the universe wants. The moon spends the
day void of course in your sign. When the moon is void of course,
things that are initiated never really get off the ground. It’s an ideal
time for passive reflection and self-exploration, but not for pushing
new plans forward. Put yourself first!

You need a full recharge today, Pisces. The moon roams through
heady Aquarius throughout the day, making no aspects to other
planets. When the moon keeps to herself, it’s best that you do too.
You’re not in the headspace for socializing anyway. Find a way to
spiritually revitalize yourself today. Do a tarot reading for yourself
and go for a swim. Aimless is the way to be.
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Filipino Community
Organizations, Youth, Respond
to Impact of Ongoing Pandemic

T

he latter part of June saw
the staging of SALUDO,
the first online summit of
Filipino community leaders. Over 25
representatives of Filipino community
organizations from across Canada
took part in the historic online event
that aimed to connect the scattered
organizations and establish a working
arrangement to promote Philippine
culture and heritage, and matters

relevant to the Filipino community
in Canada.
The online summit was convened
by Paulina Corpuz, in celebration
of June as Filipino Heritage Month
across Canada, and partly as a
response to the restrictions on large
physical gatherings. Corpuz is the
initiator of the signature campaign
that eventually led to the passage of
the Filipino Heritage Month Act of

2017. Collaborating with her on the
technical and promotional aspects
of the summit were Al Landingin
and Joey Moreno of East Coast
Filipino Portal (ECFP), a kababayan
social media entity based in Halifax,
N.S., Georelle Mendoza of Filipino
Canadian Students Association
(FILCASA), Corpuz’ Philippine
Advancement Through Arts and
Culture (PATAC), and Barangay
Canada, the media project co-founded
by this writer.
The event took place on Sunday,
June 28 and ran from 6 PM to 9:30
PM Central. The Zoom live stream
was hosted by ECFP from Halifax
and was shared on the Facebook
pages and walls of the various
participants. The program kicked
off with a video montage of selected
participants passing a miniature
Philippine flag across the screen and
highlighting a particular Philippine
custom such as Bayanihan, respect
for elders through ‘pagmamano’
and replying with ‘po’ and ‘opo’,
and so forth.
The montage was followed by
a keynote message from Corpuz and
then a sequence of introductions
from each participant as they gave a
2-minute overview of the organization

that they represented. The complete
list of participants can be viewed
on the Filipino Heritage Month
Facebook Page or on the event
webpage of Barangay Canada at
https://barangaycanada.com/blog/
saludo-1st-virtual-summit-of-filipinoleaders-in-canada.
The summit culminated in an
open forum which mainly tackled
how the assembled group will
move forward and work together
for the Filipino Heritage Month
in the coming years. There was
unanimous agreement among the
participants to establish a coalition
of all represented groups that will
coordinate and collaborate to make
future celebrations of Filipino
Heritage even better and more
engaging. The coalition identified
its immediate goal was to create a
Facebook group that would serve
as a regular discussion area. The
consensus was to create a related
Facebook group from the existing
Filipino Heritage Month Facebook
page.

As June wrapped up to give
way to the 153rd celebration of
Canada Day, the Barangay Canada
vodcast featured Karla Atanacio
of the Winnipeg-based Aksyon
Ng Ating Kabataan or ANAK, as
the special guest. She shared how
her involvement with ANAK and
the Philippine Heritage Council of
Manitoba came about. She also spoke
about her experience participating
in Pinoys on Parliament (POP), a
national youth leadership conference
for young Filipino-Canadians held in
Ottawa, Ontario. Atanacio explains
that through the contacts she made
in POP, she became involved with
the Youth Network of Kapit-Bisig
Laban COVID which is currently
gathering data on how the ongoing
pandemic is affecting FilipinoCanadian Youth of age 13 to 29. For
the month of June, Kapit-Bisig ran
an online survey at https://kapitbisig.
ca/youth-survey to gather responses
from the said demographic.
continued on page 15 ►

NEW ORLEANS, “The City That Care Forgot” (Part 5)
Mark Twain, an American writer
and humorist (also the Father of
American Literature), once said, “An
American has not seen the United
States until he has seen Mardi Gras
in New Orleans.”
“Mardi” is the French for
Tuesday and “Gras” means “fat”.
In other words, it’s Fat Tuesday.
aka “Shrove Tuesday”. In 2020
Mardi Gras in New Orleans, a legal
holiday since 1875 when Governor
Warmouth signed the Mardi Gras
Act, falls on Tuesday, 25 February
- the last day of the carnival season
which always falls on the day before
Ash Wednesday, the first day of
Lent in our Christian tradition. The
word “carnival” is thought to mean
“farewell to meat” or “farewell to
flesh” . During the season of Lent
, from Ash Wednesday until Easter,
Christians particularly Catholics
abstain from eating red meat .
Mardi Gras is also celebrated
all over the world specifically in
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in Mexico,
and even in Quebec City, Canada.
We can also consider the “Moriones
Festival” as a Mardi Gras celebration
, the Lenten rites held yearly on Holy
Week in the capital city of Boac,
in the Province of Marinduque,
Philippines.
The Carnival in Rio de Janeiro,
also called “the biggest show on
earth”, is the largest in the world
with 2 million people per day
celebrating on the streets. Also
a national holiday in Brazil, the
festival is filled with revelers,

by Gem and Lita Anis
floats, and adornments from more
than 200 “samba” schools in Rio.
The first Rio carnival (in Portugeese:
carnaval) occurred in 1723.
The world’s 3rd largest Mardi
Gras party after New Orleans and Rio
de Janeiro is the Mexican Carnaval,
also an official Mexican holiday, a
5-day festivity before Catholic Lent
celebrated with parades, glittery
and elaborate costumes, floats,
and people merry-making – it’s a
feathered, beaded and dancing in
the streets,
During the Moriones Festival
in the Philippines, held for seven
(7) days from Holy Monday to
Easter Sunday, the masked and
costumed Moriones (morion
means head mask) replicating the
garb of biblical Roman soldiers
march around the town of Boac
in a re-enacment of the search for
Longinus, the Roman centurion ,
blind in one eye, who pierced the
side of the crucified Jesus. These
masked and costumed penitents,
(many are farmers and fishermen)
participate as their vow of penance
or thanksgiving.
A celebration that rivals the
revelry in New Orleans actually
happens in Quebec City, Canada.

The Quebec Winter Festival ,
the oldest of the winter festivals
held its year, is also the world’s
largest winter festival. It starts as a
celebration based on the traditions
of the Mardi Gras also brought here
by the French culture like in New
Orleans. Beginning just before
Lent from end of January to mid
February, the festival includes list
of activities such as night parades,
snow sculptures, shows, skating,
and ice canoe race.
A time of merry-making and
festivity, Mardi Gras in New Orleans
is laced with tradition as carried and
preserved by the many clubs in the
city called “krewes” (pronounced
“crews”) ‘ The krewes are the
carnival parade organizations that
sponsor extravagant parades and
masquerade balls and parties in the
weeks leading up to Fat Tuesday.
Although there is no general
theme for the costumed, beaded
and feathered Mardi Gras a specific
subject is usually depicted in each
individual parade. However, the
three colours of the Mardi Gras
must have to be maintained: the
purple to represent justice, the gold
to exemplify power, and the green
to symbolize faith. And anyone,

All photos & articles available online!

Lita at the Mardi Gras carnival

Gem at the Mardi Gras clown booth

A Mardi Gras costumed participant

any parade-goer or any spectator
can come home with beads – plastic
beads - thrown from the floats, aside
from the coins called “doubloons”.
It is said that “the colours of

the beads hold more significance
than the act of throwing”. So, be
sure you get the three colours
of the beads to have power, faith
and justice.
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From a personal perspective,
Atanacio also shared about her
experience living in Canada as a
member of the 1.5 Generation, referring
to the children of first generation
immigrants who were born and raised
partly in the Philippines and then
migrated to Canada with their family

and are still continuing to adjust to
life in this country. Asked about her
advice to first-generation immigrant
parents about understanding their
children more, Atanacio stated, "It's
tough to engage your parents or your
elders about difficult conversations.
Just be open and don't be so dismissive

about things. You sent us to school,
you wanted us to have an education.
Now let us educate you."

Kris Ontong is the co-Founder of
Barangay Canada and is a finalist in
the RBC Top 25 Canadian Immigrant
Awards for 2020
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